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1. Introduction.

The subject concerning the use of genetic data for employment purposes is still confined, as far as concerns the Italian legal system, to a future perspective. Differently, with respect to other countries, particularly in the United States where the custom to submit workers or applicants to genetic tests is already well established, in Italy the same tests are not in use, also because of their costs. Eventually, this future perspective is not so distant, since we expect a broader diffusion of these practices because of the growing attention paid to this subject not only by the International and European observers, but also by the Italian observers.

It is obvious that the possible uses of the genetic tests for employment will depend on advances in medicine, as well as type and usefulness, significance and sensitivity of information obtained.

Opportunities & Threats. Trento, 28-29 settembre 2007, Cedam, Padova, 2008. I also wish to thank my sister, dr. Francesca Trojsi, for medical information.


Nonetheless, these data will be of great importance and of growing implication if, as we expect, thanks to the improvement of the gene mapping techniques, there will be an increasing number of illnesses of which it will be possible to establish not only a simple “predisposition” – a mere “future probability” – but also the “certitude” of a subject to contract them.

By now, thanks to the sequencing genome technique, it is possible to find out a number of diseases that a subject will certainly contract, and which are relevant also for employment purposes. These are the so-called “neurodegenerative monofactorial diseases”, i.e. genetically determined diseases, such as the so-called “triplet-repeat pathologies”3 (the well-known Huntington’s disease4, but also, for example, myotonic dystrophy5, spinocerebellar ataxias6 and Kennedy’s disease7). To this type of illnesses we can add the so-called “multifactorial” pathologies for which, actually,
it is only possible to determine the predisposition of a subject to contract them (tumours, diabetes, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, arterial hypertension, many cardiovascular diseases, etc.)\(^8\).

**2. Fields of application and aims of genetic data use for employment purposes.**

For a recognition of the fields of application of genetic data for employment purposes, we distinguish between three main sectors:

a) The sector of *labour relations*, where the processing of data is made by the employer or on his behalf: *during the* so-called *pre-recruitment phase*, with the aim of selecting applicants by identifying those not suited to a particular duty because of a declared illness or because of the presence of a particular risk to contract a disease, occupational or not, or because of the possible onset of a disablement status; and, *during the performance of the employment relationship*, in order to adopt decisions and measures for a better management of the employment staff (i.e., modification of duties, advancement, transfer, dismissal of the employee, protective measures for working environment)\(^9\). The peculiarity of genetic diseases – with respect to the common pathologies – is that at the moment of recruitment it is possible (or rather frequent) that they have not developed yet and that, as a matter of fact, they will appear later, perhaps during the advanced phase of working life. Therefore, the employer verifies not the actual economic advantages, but the perspective convenience of recruiting or maintaining a worker in terms of costs and charges.

b) The sector of *labour market*: the subject of genetic data processing is already preminent during the phase which precedes pre-employment, and for its same reasons, i.e. during the phase of research

---


and selection of personnel, particularly when these procedures are adopted by private agencies.

c) The sector of social security, in which emerge the same topics as those relating to genetic data for insurance domain. In this respect we have to distinguish between:

1) public (compulsory) social security systems for accidents at work and occupational diseases, and disablement, for which the genetic features of a subject may substantially affect the contribution obligations, and whose amount could be related to the probability evaluation and severity of the disease, and to the predictable degree of disability and its presumable length (permanence or temporariness of the cause which reduces the physical or psychological abilities);

2) public (compulsory) social security systems for old-age retirement, where genetic data may affect above all and even more than the contributive obligations, the quantification of the social benefits, through the estimate of proportionality of social benefits with respect to the expected lifetime (which is of inferior amount for subjects having lesser possibilities of getting a disease and, therefore, with a superior expectation of lifetime);

3) finally, the area of integrative social security, in which the danger of diversification and personalization of the premium and benefits in accordance to risk are even more affected on behalf of its voluntary, optional and supplementary nature, and which is still based on private-oriented attitudes.

d) Furthermore, it should not be forgotten that, in all the above mentioned sectors, genetic data of the employee’s relatives too may acquire relevance, since the same employee (or applicant) benefits facilities (i.e. permissions and leaves, social security fees, several types of assistance, etc.) relating to his or her relative’s health.


The subject of the use of genetic data for employment purposes, commonly focuses more on the threats rather than on the opportunities it involves.

The implied threat is that of genetic discrimination: i.e. unjustified disparity in the treatment of workers, based on genetic features.

---

Actually, thanks to genetic data, the morphology of discrimination has changed. It presents, as a matter of fact, some totally new characteristics, which are not comparable to other causes of discrimination at work (sex and sexual orientation, race and ethnic origins, language, personal beliefs and opinions, age), even with respect to the more frequent forms of discrimination based on health conditions (seropositivity and AIDS, drug addiction and alcoholism, handicap)\(^\text{12}\). In effect, for the so-called “traditional” forms of discrimination, the threat is determined by the belonging to a certain “category” or group (i.e. women, non-EU citizens, homosexuals, sieropositives, drug-addicts, alcoholists, handicap, etc.). The identification of a subject is easier if he belongs to a threatened “category”. On the contrary, it is not possible to determine a “category” of subjects who risk to be discriminated because of certain genetic features, since it is not possible to define groups to discriminate. It is, on the contrary, a discrimination based on “personal and individual conditions”, varying from subject to subject, and from case to case. Therefore, it is very complicated trying to identify possible or even actual discrimination tendencies. So, everyone can be potentially subject to a possible or actual discrimination, because of the countless various reasons connected to the extreme variability and complexity of genetic makeup. Obviously, it is absolutely not possible to distinguish between “good” and “bad” human beings for reasons of genetic differences. On the contrary, it may be possible that a subject – having


certain genetic features or, even, having the same genetic features – is considered as suited in certain contexts, or fit for the execution of certain tasks, and is then discriminated in other contexts.

Nonetheless, in certain contexts, genetic discrimination can combine with other discriminating factors, such as those relating to ethnic origins. When certain genetic features are common to a number of subjects and when their diffusion is characterized by uniformity and extension, i.e. features belonging to a same territory or to a same race or biologic family. In this case, genetic discrimination can be assimilated to a “category” based discrimination, involving threats of stigmatization. From this point of view, the individual dimension is backed up by the collective dimension, even if in the same period a multiethnic and multicultural society is gaining ground\(^{13}\).

Differently with respect to other forms of discrimination, genetic discrimination is not based on the subject’s “actual” status, already embodied and concrete at the moment of discrimination (i.e. being affected by a determined disease or impairment); rather, it is based on a purely “potential” condition, whose concretization remains uncertain.

Genetic discrimination has rather uncertain boundaries which are difficult to determine, particularly in employment. Therefore, it is surely more difficult to prevent discrimination with the traditional mechanisms of protection (in particular, gender protection), even if we try to adapt these mechanisms to a model of reference.

The opportunities of genetic assessment are, on the contrary, represented by the availability of another instrument for the protection of health and safety at work. They allow the adoption of targeted measures and behaviours aimed at limiting as much as possible the risk of onset of a certain disease for which a subject has a predisposition, when the pathology has connections to the work environment or to the materials used at work. Furthermore, they can be of help since they facilitate the selection of a “worker suited for a particular task”.

Because of the characteristics of these data it is, therefore, very difficult and delicate trying to distinguish between legitimate assessment of physical suitability (or not), even protection of workers’ health and, on the contrary, forbidden discrimination.

\(^{13}\) L. CHIEFFI (edited by), Bioetica e diritti dell’uomo, Paravia, Torino, 2000; L. CHIEFFI (edited by), Il multiculturalismo nel dibattito bioetico, Giappichelli, Torino, 2005.
4. International and EU sources concerning the processing of genetic data for employment purposes.

The approach to this subject is mainly concerned with the threats connected to genetic tests, as confirmed by the prohibition of discrimination based on genetic features practically contained in the most important international and European sources [Art. 6, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights, adopted on 11 November 1997; Art. 7, UNESCO International Declaration on Human Genetic Data, adopted on 16 October 2003; Point 5, Hugo Ethics Committee Statement of December 2002, on «Human Genomic Databases»; Articles 1 and 11, Convention of the Council of Europe (COE) on Human Rights and Biomedicine, adopted in Oviedo on 4 April 1997; Art. 21, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, proclaimed at Nice on 7 December 200014]15.

As shown by the relevance given by the international sources, the subject concerning genetic data in employment is particularly important, together with the subject concerning health and life insurances with whom it is often put together because of their affinity16. The concern is so high that the documents that specifically approach this profile are rigidly delimited, sometimes strictly closed, inspired by a prohibitionist attitude towards the processing of genetic data for employment purposes, especially if these are the results of “genetic screenings” on workers. Whereas, it is possible to notice a broader opening towards the so-called “genetic monitoring”17.

It suffices to mention in this respect international sources, such as: the International Labour Organization (ILO) Code of Practice on «Protection of Workers’ Personal Data» of 1997 (Par. 6.12), the ILO

15 G. SANTANIELLO, C. FILIPPI, Dati genetici, cit.
16 S. LANDINI, Assicurazioni sanitarie e privacy genetica, in Diritto Pubblico, 2003, p. 219; S. RODOTA, La vita, cit., p. 193. For a more detailed recognition of the international and EU sources concerning this subject, please admit reference to A. TROJSI, Sulla tutela, cit.
«Technical and Ethical Guidelines for Workers’ Health Surveillance» of 1998 (Par. 3.20), and the ILO Second Global Report on «Equality at Work: Tackling the Challenges», drawn up on 10 May 2007; the UNESCO International Declaration on Human Genetic Data, adopted on 16 October 2003 [Art. 14(b)]; the Resolution 2004/9 of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, adopted on 21 July 2004, on «Genetic Privacy and Non-discrimination» (Point 5); the Statement of World Health Organization (WHO) Expert Advisory Group on «Ethical Issues in Medical Genetics» (adopted on 1998); the Report by the WHO Advisory Committee on Health Research, drawn up on 2002, on «Genomics and World Health», which has inspired the World Health Assembly Resolution WHA57.13 of 22 May 2004, this too about «Genomics and World Health») (Par. 8.3.2); and the Report of WHO Expert Advisory Group on «Review of Ethical Issues in Medical Genetics», drawn up on 2003 (Part II, Par. 5.4, 5.5, 7.3, 7.4 and 8.2.6; Table 3, Point 4; Table 6, Point 5; Table 7, Point 9; Table 12, Point 6)18.

Equally strict are the European sources, and in particular, as far as concerns the Council of Europe: the already mentioned Oviedo Convention of 1997 [Articles 12 and 26(1)]19, the Recommendation n. R(92)3 of the COE Committee of Ministers to Member States on Genetic

---

18 See also: the Report by the WHO Secretariat on «Cloning in Human Health», drawn up on 1 April 1999 (Art. 8); the Report by the WHO Secretariat on «Control of Genetic Diseases», drawn up on 21 April 2005 (Par. 14); and the WHO Report, drawn up on 2006, on «Medical Genetic Services in Developing Countries. The Ethical, Legal and Social Implications of Genetic Testing and Screening» [Par. 1, 2.1, 4.3.4, 4.4, 5 e 5.2(xv); Box 5, Point 2.1(i)]

Testing and Screening for Health Care Purposes, adopted on 10 February 1992 [Par. 6(a,b)] and the Recommendation n. R(97)5 of the COE Committee of Ministers to Member States on the Protection of Medical Data, adopted on 13 February 1997 (Par. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 5.4 and 6.2)\textsuperscript{20}. Whereas from the European Union there are: the European Parliament Resolution on «The Ethical and Legal Problems of Genetic Engineering», adopted on 16 March 1989 (from Point 13 to 18); the European Parliament Resolution on «The Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine», adopted on 20 September 1996 (Point 6); and the European Parliament Resolution on «Respect for Human Rights in the European Union», adopted on 16 March 2000 (Point 64); the Communication from the European Commission, adopted on 27 August 2001, that launched the «First Stage Consultation of Social Partners on the Protection of Workers’ Personal Data» (Par. 4), and the Decision of the European Commission, adopted on 31 October 2002, that launched the «Second Stage Consultation of Social Partners on the Protection of Workers’ Personal Data» (Par. 3 and 4(b,g))\textsuperscript{21}; the Opinion of the European Group on Ethics

\textsuperscript{20} See also the Recommendation of the COE Parliamentary Assembly n. 1512 of 25 April 2001, on «Protection of the Human Genome by the Council of Europe» (Par. 8); the Report by the COE Committee of Experts Health Department on «Medical Examinations preceding Employment and/or Private Insurance: a Proposal for European Guidelines», drawn up on 1996 (Par. 2, 5, 5.2, 5.3 e 6); and the Draft Explanatory Report to the Additional Protocol to the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, concerning «Human Genetics», drawn up on 27 October 1997 by the Working Party on Human Genetics of the COE Steering Committee on Bioethics (CDBI) (Chapter II, Par. 1).


In conformity with the indications given by the international and EU sources, the Italian legal system too seems to be mainly concerned with the risk of discrimination involved by the possible usefulness of genetic tests for employment. This concern is evident in the substantial prohibition referred to the use of genetic tests for employment purposes (except for extraordinary and definite cases), stated by the “Garante per la protezione dei dati personali” [i.e. the Italian data protection supervisory Authority, hereinafter referred to as “Garante”] in the General Authorization for the Processing of Genetic Data, adopted on 22 February 2007 – which is, in Italy, the sole source of regulation concerning the processing of genetic data, further to the special delegation contained in Art. 90 of the Legislative Decree n. 196 of 30 June 2003 (the Italian «Personal Data Protection Code») – probably
because of the particular delicacy of the existential values involved, and because of the absence in Italy of a specific legislative regulation on the use of genetic data for employment purposes, and differently with respect to other countries such as the United States, Austria, Finland, Swiss Confederation, Sweden, France, Portugal, the Netherlands, Greece, Denmark and Estonia.

As for employment, with the aim of health protection, the Authorization is granted only to health care practitioners (Point 2) and «exclusively for the purpose of allowing the authorised entities to fulfil specific obligations and/or ensure that such obligations are fulfilled, or to discharge specific tasks set out in Community legislation, laws and/or regulations with particular regard to prevention of occupational diseases, and rehabilitation from physical and mental disability and/or impairment, pursuant to the law». In these cases, «the processing operations may also concern the filling out of health records, certifications and other health care documents». The Authorization is also granted if the processing of genetic data is «indispensable to fulfil specific obligations or ensure that specific obligations are fulfilled, or to discharge specific tasks as set out expressly in Community instruments, laws and/or regulations applying to social security and welfare, occupational and/or population safety and hygiene, also without the data subject's consent, in compliance with the limitations laid down in the Garante's General Authorization for the processing of sensitive data in the employment context (n. 1/2008, of 19 June 2008) and without prejudice to the provisions contained in the code of practice referred to in Art. 111 of the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003» (reference is made to the «Code of conduct and professional practice by public and private entities for the processing of personal data for social security purposes or in connection with management of employer-employee relationships», by now not adopted yet); in these cases, «the processing may also concern the information related to medical history and/or the data subject's family members» (Point 3).


Since genetic data may be processed only for the purposes and by the subjects mentioned by the Authorization (Point 6), for all other cases we are obliged to deduce the prohibition to use data (in effect, because of the application of the general statement in Art. 11(2), of the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003). In particular, as far as concerns the employment sector, among the “whereas”, the same Authorization states that «any other processing operations concerning genetic data that are not referred to herein shall be regarded as unlawful, except for those mentioned above, including employers’ activities aimed at establishing employees’ and/or job candidates’ professional eligibility, irrespective of whether such activities are grounded on the data subjects’ consent».

Moreover, the same concern for the discriminatory potentialities of genetic tests for employment purposes had already been underlined in the Agreement signed by the Italian Minister of Health and the Permanent Conference for the relationships between State, Regions and autonomous Provinces, of 15 July 2004, and in particular in the Document containing the «Guidelines for medical genetics activities» (Annex A, Par. 4.1); and also in the Reports of the National Committe for Biosecurity and Biotechnology redacted for the Italian Superior Institute of Healthcare of 19 May 1998, containing the «Guidelines for genetic tests» (Par. 2.3.1, 2.3.4, 6.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.3, 6.5 and 8), and of 19 April 2006, containing the «Guidelines for the certification of bio-banks» (Par. 5.1); finally, in the Opinion of the National Committee of Bioethics, of 19 November 1999, about «Bioethical orientations regarding genetic tests» (Par. 2, 8, 9 and 13).

6. Enforceability to the processing of genetic data of the principles and rules stated by the Italian labour law regarding the control of workers’ health.

In effect, the Italian legal system has not a specific legal regulation with regard to the processing of genetic data for employment purposes.

Nonetheless, it is necessary to verify whether it is possible to enforce principles and rules already present within labour law, to genetic data. Before examining the general rules concerning the processing of personal data, it is necessary to refer with priority to the labour law system, since according to the principle of lex specialis, the last one – being in fact a “special regulation” – prevails on the general rules.

This subject is part of a broader argument about the limits of lawfulness in the use of information about workers’ health conditions. In examining the regulations, it is possible to demonstrate that in the Italian
legal system, even in absence of a specific regulation, the processing of genetic data for employment purposes is not at all lacking protection, since it is possible to refer to principles and rules, stated in general, for the protection of workers’ health.

With regard to the category of workers’ health data – undoubtedly one of the most delicate – the criterion of “relevance” of the workers’ data aimed at the evaluation of his or her professional aptitude, fulfilment of work obligations and management of labour relations, considered as a condition of legitimacy for data processing – as expressed by Art. 8 St.lav.26 – has a particularly strict and defensive enforcement. The law shows a tendency to “legal predetermination”, that can be considered as definite, towards all workers’ health data considered as “relevant” for employment purposes, and therefore object of knowledge and processing for employment purposes, with the subsequent prohibition, sometimes expressed, but often implicit, of processing any other information whose use is not allowed by the legislator. Differently from the general laws in force concerning all other information about the worker, in this case the law directly assesses, case by case, the “relevance” of information concerning the worker’s health, and its limits.

a) Following the above outlined subdivision in three sectors, with regard to the possible uses of data for employment purposes, we are going to begin with the sector of labour relations. At this point, it is necessary to underline that data processing can assume two forms: the exercise of a “power” by the employer, or the fulfilment of an “obligation” by the employer.

As far as concerns the employer’s power to control workers’ health conditions, the main rule of reference is Art. 5 St.lav.27: from which it can be deduced that the sole information which is “relevant” to the employer, either during the pre-recruitment phase, either during the performance of the employment relationship, is his or her “physical and psychological fitness for work” (eventually, “infirmity because of illness or accident” of the employee). This information can be verified only by public physicians (never by the employer directly, nor by his appointed physician), who, subsequently, have the exclusive right – i.e. without involving the employer who can only decide whether and when to submit the employee to medical control – to choose the necessary sanitary controls. Anyway, these controls shall be limited to those strictly necessary to assess the

27 A. TROJSI, Sfera privata, cit., p. 216 ss.
fitness for work, meant as the fitness for specific duties that the worker is concretely going to perform or is actually performing (not in the abstract). Furthermore, physicians can communicate only their final judgement in terms of “physical fitness for work” or, on the contrary, “unfitness”, which, according to the regulations, is the sole datum relevant to the employer. So, physicians cannot reveal the number and type of clinical assessments, nor their results, the anamnesis and diagnosis (i.e. the worker's pathologies or affections). These are data about which the employer cannot be informed since they are considered as not useful and, therefore, beyond the scope of a subject's data interest.

With regard to the employer’s obligation to protect the employee’s health, sanitary controls are entrusted not to the employer but, rather, to a “competent physician” (Articles 25 and 38-42 of the Legislative Decree n. 81 of 9 April 2008, which has rearranged all regulations concerning health and safety protection at work in a “Unified Text”, and so confirming the fundamental contents of the preceding regulations contained in Articles 16-17 of the Legislative Decree n. 626 of 19 September 1994)\textsuperscript{28}. The above mentioned controls include precautionary examinations (at the moment of duty assignment), periodical check-ups or when changing a duty. These examinations are aimed at expressing the “judgement of fitness for a specific duty” [Art. 41(2)]. This type of judgement, in spite of the assonance, indicates other than the above mentioned “physical fitness for work” of Art. 5 St.lav., since different is the judgement’s aim which consists in assessing, from a sanitary point of view, the worker’s fitness for “specific risks”. Consequently, different is also the type of information to acquire which is intended, in case of precautionary examination, as a statement of “absence of any contra-indication to the duty that the worker is going to perform”; or, in case of periodical examination, as a check-up of the “physical and psychological integrity” of a worker assigned to a duty\textsuperscript{29}. So, it is up to the competent physician to choose the necessary examinations (which can consist of clinical and biological examinations, or diagnostic exams). Necessary,

\textsuperscript{28} L. FANTINI, Il medico competente e la sorveglianza sanitaria, in M. RUSCIANO, G. NATULLO (edited by), Ambiente e sicurezza del lavoro, Utet, Torino, 2007, p. 337.

\textsuperscript{29} This is, furthermore, specified by the same Legislative Decree n. 81/2008: according to which the sanitary controls consist in «all medical procedures aimed at the protection of workers’ health and safety with regard to the workplace, professional risk factors and work performance procedures» [Art. 2(1m)]. This is the reason for which, for example, it establishes also the worker’s obligation to undergo medical control at the end of a work relationship, in all cases reckoned by the laws in force [Art. 41(2e)]. On this subject see, M. DEL NEVO, A. DEL NEVO, I limiti di legittimità dei certificati di idoneità alla mansione lavorativa, in Rivista Italiana di Medicina Legale, 2004, p. 379.
though, are to be considered only those examinations which are aimed at the evaluation of a possible specific professional “risk” involved by that particular duty [Art. 41(4)]. This determines the eventual relevance of different (and further) information with respect to that ordinarily requested for the evaluation of physical fitness for work, and eventually it determines also the legitimacy of special sanitary controls. Moreover, the physician has to transmit to the employer, in written form, only the final judgement about the worker’s “fitness”, “partial fitness” (“temporary” or “permanent”, with “medical orders” or “limitations”), or “unfitness” (“temporary” or “permanent”), for the specific duty [Art. 41(6,8)]. On the other hand, the examinations’ results have to be preserved in a sanitary and risk file which is set up, updated and kept by the physician, under his own responsibility. This obligation is valid for each worker who has undergone controls [Art. 25(2c) and Art. 41(5)], for whom the physician is also obliged to “professional secrecy” to keep against the employer [Art. 25(1d)]30 [and also against the responsible of risk prevention and protection and representative for the worker’s safety: Art. 25(1i)]. In effect, the employer cannot be acknowledged of the worker’s pathologies, eventually revealed by the examinations and which are the cause of the signaled fitness or unfitness. Neither can he be acknowledged of other possible health data contained in the file, since according to the regulations, the judgement represents all information that the employer needs in order to set up all precautionary and safety measures to protect his worker’s health. Obviously, this precise aim, which has a precautionary and protective character concerning the worker’s health, is the sole aim which can be attained by the employer who is therefore bound to respect only this purpose in the use of information31. On the other hand, the worker – who is obliged to undergo the sanitary controls determined by the physician [Art. 20(1i)] – has the right to be informed by the physician about the meaning and the results of the examinations; the physician has the duty to issue, on request, a copy of the sanitary documents [Art. 25(1g,h)] and, in any case, the judgement of fitness or unfitness for duty [Art. 41(8)]. The worker is, therefore, the sole subject, besides the competent physician, who can access the content of his sanitary and risk file [Art. 25(1e)].

30 Even for the peculiar case of workers exposed to carcinogenic, mutant, chemical or biological agents, the competent physician has to inform the employer only of the presence of an anomaly caused by this exposure, not the results of the sanitary examinations [Art. 242(4); Art. 229(6); Art. 279(3)].

31 This affects the possible consequences of an eventual judgement of the worker’s unfitness for a specific duty. In this case the employer can only arrange the worker’s removal from the exposure and, if possible, assign him to another duty considered as compatible to his health conditions [Articles 15(1m) and 42].
In both cases, not only when the worker’s health control takes the form of a “power” given to the employer, but also when it expresses one of his “obligations”, the regulations ascribe only to physicians the task to effectuate sanitary controls and to choose the necessary examinations. It denies this faculty to employers and, at the same time, it obliges the physicians to single out the examination purposes: purposes that can be functional only to the necessity of evaluating the fitness for work. Furthermore, the law establishes that the employer cannot be informed of the diagnosis (the worker’s diseases), nor can he be informed of the examinations the worker has undergone. He can only receive a certification of fitness or unfitness for work or for specific duties. Other information – even the clinical motivations of the judgement – is put under the physician’s professional secrecy. His intermediation between employer and employee, not only accounts for reliability, competence and objectivity of the examination, but also for the use of such modalities and cautions as to respect the person’s dignity and privacy. The physician represents a filter who restricts the diffusion of information regarding the worker’s health to the employer.

In the end, in these cases and in those defined by the law – generally to protect the worker’s interest to benefit from the advantages – the communication to the employer concerning the worker’s or one of his relatives’ pathologies (for example a disability) can be processed by the employer with the sole and specific aim for which information is revealed.

Regulations aim to limit as more as possible the employer's interference within the worker's privacy concerning health, so as to avoid any arbitrary, discriminatory or persecutory use of this type of information, which is eventually prejudicial to the worker's freedom and dignity. They restrict, as far as possible, the area of “juridical” relevance, in relation to work relationships, independently from what the employer really knows, by individuating, case by case, the relevant information. Such information is to be considered as sufficient to achieve the reckoned purposes, which are almost few in fact. Furthermore it defines, for each case, a legal data collection method (so as to consider as irrelevant all data collected in a different way, even if they are directly communicated to the employer), and the admitted purpose of processing, so as to implicitly forbid any other use of the worker's health data, in whatever modality obtained, and providing these provisions with criminal sanctions (see, Art. 38 St.lav.; Articles 55 and 58, Legislative Decree n. 81/2008).

By enforcing these general rules to genetic data – recently summarized by the same Garante in the «Guiding Principles Applying to the Processing of Employees’ Personal Data for the Purpose of Managing...
Employment Relations in the Private Sector» of 23 November 2006 (Par. 3.3, 6.1, 6.2 and 6.5), and in the «Guiding Principles Applying to the Processing of Employees’ Personal Data for the Purpose of Managing Employment Relations in the Public Sector» of 14 June 2007 (Par. 3.2 and 8.2), in accordance with the ILO Code of Practice of 1997 (Par. 10.8 and 10.9) and the COE Recommendation n. R(97)5 (Par. 3.2) – it is possible to affirm that the submission of a worker to genetic tests can be decided only by physicians, and therefore it cannot be ordered, nor simply suggested, by the employer. Neither can the employer receive any communication about the tests, nor can he be acknowledged of the type of tests the worker has been submitted to, or their results. It must also be added, that in any case, the submission to genetic controls is legal exclusively when they are considered as essential for the determination of the worker’s fitness or unfitness for work. In any case, this proposition is generally difficult to maintain since, with regard to physical fitness for work according to Art. 5 St.lav, it is to be intended as “effective” and “actual” (not “eventual”) fitness to perform a specific activity; whereas genetic tests, ordinarily, inform about a “future probability” to develop a disease, without defining a possible time of its onset. A slight relevance is given to genetic information when, on the contrary, it is aimed at the protection of the workers’ health32.

b) As far as concerns the processing of the workers’ data within the labour market, being this a phase which precedes pre-recruitment, the sole purpose of which is to put into contact employment demand and supply, the regulations actually confirm a normal irrelevance of information concerning matters of health and, so, of genetic data. In effect, Article 10 of the Legislative Decree n. 276 of 10 September 2003, prescribes the prohibition – sanctioned with criminal sanctions according to Art. 38 St.lav. [Art. 18(5)] – for all employment agencies (and all other authorized or accredited public and private institutions) to effectuate whatever inquiry or even data processing, or pre-selection, based among other on “health conditions”, even with the worker’s consent; unless they refer to characteristics affecting the performance modalities or, unless they represent a fundamental and determining requisite for the performance of the work activity [Art. 10(1)]; it further specifies that these prohibitions cannot, in any case, prevent the subjects mentioned to provide specific services or target actions in order to assist disadvantaged workers who are looking for an employment [Art. 10(2)].

32 S. RODOTÀ, Tecnologie, cit., p. 221; S. RODOTÀ, Tra diritto e società. Informazioni genetiche e tecniche di tutela, in Rivista Critica di Diritto Privato, 2000, p. 601-602; S. RODOTÀ, La vita, cit., 196.
It is evident, from a thorough reading of the rule, that the exceptions to the general prohibition of data processing concerning workers’ health, demand either a not easy to prove evidence of its indispensability during the “recruitment” of workers, or are aimed at the acknowledgement of the worker’s right to benefit from an advantage or a preference in obtaining an employment, such as in the case of disabled person. In both cases, reference is made to the “actual” and “ascertainable” workers’ health conditions and not, for sure, to a “possible” condition registered by the genetic makeup.

c) Finally, as far as concerns the social security sector, the public system inclines towards the exclusion of any possibility to use workers’ genetic data.

In general, from the regulation concerning the benefits for old age and survivors pension (and also involuntarily unemployed allowances), it is possible to deduce a substantial irrelevance of the workers’ health data with reference to the amount of contributions or benefits. Ordinarily, the contribution scheme is proportioned to the remuneration, and benefits are proportioned to the contribution scheme (Art. 1, Law n. 335 of 8 August 1995).

Even in case of social benefits whose allowance depends on the physical and/or psychological condition of the worker – i.e. protection against accidents at work and occupational diseases, and also disability, deriving or not from occupational reasons and, moreover, illness – the workers’ health conditions are uninfluential for the settlement of the contribution, which even in this case is proportioned to remuneration. Furthermore, only in case of insurance premium related to occupational accidents and diseases, the contribution is proportioned to the national medium risk of each insured work, to the company’s accident trend and to the respect of the regulation concerning health and safety at work (Articles 28, 40 and 41, Presidential Decree n. 1124 of 30 June 1965; Art. 3, Legislative Decree n. 38 of 23 February 2000). Health conditions are, on the contrary, relevant for the allowance of a benefit, with exclusive reference to already developed diseases, or already contracted illness, to infirmity and physical or mental evident impairment. In this case evaluation must be done of: total or partial degree of impairment; reduction percentage affecting the subject’s capacity-aptitude for work (or impairment of physical and/or mental integrity); temporariness or permanence; presence of eventual concomitant causes (already present or occurred). On the contrary, the subject’s predisposition to contract a disease has no implication on the allowance or the amount of the benefit (Articles 2, 3, 52, 68 and 74, Presidential Decree n. 1124/1965, and Articles 10 and 13, Legislative Decree n.
38/2000; Articles 1 and 2, Law n. 222 of 12 June 1984). This is valid even in case of occupational diseases, where relevance is given to the connection between the execution of a duty and the cause of the disease or its correlation with the type of work, hence the evidence of the occupational cause – by now also merely probable or possible – [Art. 3(3) Presidential Decree n. 1124/1965; Art. 10(4) Legislative Decree n. 38/2000], which can be excluded solely in case of acknowledgement of a genetic monofactorial disease.

The threat of an undue use of genetic data is more concrete in the sector of integrative social security, since the funds are mainly run by private agencies. In this sector there is more freedom to determine the terms of access to this system, since the law in force (i.e. the recently issued Legislative Decree n. 252 of 5 December 2005) puts no limits or prohibitions in relation to the fixation of the benefit and of the contribution quantum [the matter has been referred to the collective agreements, with the specification that the quantum has to be indicated in fixed terms or in percentage: Art. 8(2)]. Indeed, in this case, relevance is given to the holder’s health, in particular to his or her longevity, in order to determine the grants’ length, the calculation of income and, even, the predictability of the possibility to «enter into collateral insurance contracts against risk of death or survival to average life expectancy» [Art. 11(5)]. Moreover, the legislation allows to build up pension funds that «cover bio-metrical risk» [Art. 7 bis(1), implemented by Art. 4 of the Legislative Decree n. 28 of 6 February 2007]; it establishes further that the individual pension schemes can be even set up with «life insurance agreements», without regulating the terms of contribution and benefit (Art. 13).


The rules deduced from the labour law are, as a matter of fact, consistent with the general principles regarding the protection of personal data, as set out by the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003, which assimilates the principles contained in the Directive 95/46/CE of 24 October 1995 on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of such Data. In particular, it refers to the: principles of necessity, lawfulness, and fairness of data processing;
principle of purpose; principles of accuracy and update, of proportionality (i.e. relevance, completeness and non-excessivity of data in relation to the purposes for which they are collected or subsequently processed), and of data keeping in a form which permits identification of the data subject for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or subsequently processed [Articles 3 and 11(1)]. Furthermore, with specific reference to sensitive data, there is the principle of indispensability of processing with regard to the purposes sought in the individual cases [Art. 22(3,5,9)]; and, finally, the general prohibition to use personal data processed in breach of the relevant provisions concerning the processing of personal data [Art. 11(2); confirmed by Art. 22(5), concerning sensitive data].

The general ruling on the protection of personal data adds, moreover, further instruments to protect genetic data processing as allowed by special regulation: the right of the data subject, to access data, to rectify and integrate data, to erase, to transform anonymously, or to block such data that have been processed unlawfully, and to object, on legitimate grounds, to the processing of personal data (Articles from 7 to 10)\(^3\); the obligation to information to data subject (Art. 13); the obligation to destroy data after their processing, unless data is kept or assigned to another data controller, provided they are intended for processing under terms that are compatible with the purposes for which the data have been collected, or for historical, scientific or statistical purposes (Art. 16); also, the security requirements on data processing [Articles 31 and from 33 to 36; and Annex B), containing the «Technical Specifications concerning Minimum Security Measures»], with special reference to all measures specifically set up for sensitive data and, among these, personal data disclosing health [Art. 22(6,7); Par. 5, 17, 19, from 20 to 24, 28 and 29, Annex B]; the obligation of precautionary notification to the Garante [Art. 37(1a) and Art. 38; Garante’s Decision n. 1 of 31 March 2004]; rules regarding the transfer of data abroad (Articles from 42 to 45); all rules specifically set up for sensitive data, such as the authorization expressly stated by law and the pursuit of aims having a relevant public interest, when processing is made by public subjects (Art. 20; as far as concerns employment and social security, these aims are defined by Art. 112) and, on the other hand, the subject’s written consent and the Garante’s Authorization, in case of data processing by private subjects [Art. 23(4) and Art. 26]; moreover, the even more specific rules concerning the processing of data disclosing health

\(^3\) Among the data subject’s rights the case of “update” seems to be inapplicable, since genetic data do not change or grow old, i.e. there is no risk of obsolescence and so there is no need to update.
conditions, in the health care sector, i.e. health care professionals and public health care bodies [Articles from 75 to 94]; the obligation to collect sensitive data, as a rule, from the data subject [Art. 22(4)]; the prohibition to disseminate data disclosing health [Articles 22(8) and 26(5)]; the so-called “equal rank clause”, according to which the processing of health data, which is necessary for carrying out the investigations by defence counsel, or else to establish or defend a legal claim, is legal only when said claim is not overridden by the data subject’s claim, or else consists in a personal right or another fundamental, inviolable right or freedom [Art. 26(4c)]; administrative and alternative protection in respect to judicial protection, granted by the Garante (Articles from 141 to 151), and the special judicial protection (Art. 152); finally, the sanctions, including the civil claim for damages according to Art. 2050 c.c. (Art. 15), and also administrative (Articles from 161 to 166) and criminal sanctions (Articles from 167 to 172).

When we refer these numerous rules to the employment sector, the following indications could be of help: the two already mentioned general rules issued by the Garante, containing the “Guiding Principles” for the processing of employees’ personal data in the private (in particular, with reference to workers’ health data: Par. 3.3, 6 and 8.1) and public sectors (in particular: Par. 3.2, 6 and 8). The above mentioned rules, not only summarize the entire labour law scheme, but also lay down further practical rules of conduct, deduced by interpretation from the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003. Most important of all, we are waiting for the approval of a «Code of conduct and professional practice by public and private entities for the processing of personal data for social security purposes or in connection with management of employer-employee relationships», in acknowledgement of the standards contained in the Council of Europe Recommendations [Articles 12(1) and 111, Legislative Decree n. 196/2003]: i.e. Recommendation n. R(86)1 of 23 January 1986, on the Protection of Personal Data used for Social Security Purposes; and Recommendation n. R(89)2 of 18 January 1989, on the Protection of Personal Data used for Employment Purposes (above all, Par. from 10.1 o 10.6, on the processing of workers’ health data).

As far as concerns the enforcement of the general law regarding the protection of personal data on labour law, it is necessary to be more precise. In particular, because of the principle of lex specialis, the worker’s written consent – in accordance with the general rules on genetic data processing in the private sector – is not effective in order to
overcome all prohibitions and limits issued by special labour laws. In these terms, the irrelevance of the worker’s consent derives from the inviolability of his privacy, that the legislator has preserved from the parties’ availability, even from the interested party, in order to protect his interests. By means of compulsory laws, following an heteronomous way, the legislator has delimited the flow of information possibly going on between employer and employee: this action is founded on the system’s presumption that, in general, that of the worker is not a free manifestation of his own will. Such a remarkable restriction of private autonomy is, therefore, justified by the exigency to protect the weakest party. The aim is to correct the lack of balance between the parties, by limiting the employer’s power so that it cannot be of prejudice to any person and to the worker’s dignity and freedom, since it remains dubious whether the worker’s, and moreover, the applicant’s consent is really spontaneous.

Therefore, only for the cases of processing allowed by the legislator, can the health care professionals ask for the worker’s consent, so forming the so-called “right to informed self-determination”: since it is not possible to impose genetic tests by coercive means, with respect to Art. 32(2) Cost.

This is consistent not only with the general statement about the freedom and specificity requisites of consent [Art. 23(3), Legislative Decree n. 196/2003; Point 6 of the Garante’s Authorization for the Processing of Genetic Data of 2007; Art. 6, Par. 1, UNESCO Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights, adopted on 19 October 2005], but also with the main issue of the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003, from which it is to be deduced that the validity of the data subject’s consent is subordinate to the respect of the principle of “lawfulness” of processing [Art. 11(1a) and Art. 23]. Moreover it is consistent with the textual enunciation on the prevalence of any laws or regulations laying down more restrictive limitations or prohibitions on the processing of certain personal data [Art. 184(3)], such as those issued by labour law containing a higher protection of the workers’ data.

According to the above remarks, it is therefore necessary to point out the unlawfulness, because it is in contrast with the principles and

---

34 P. Chieco, Privacy e lavoro. La disciplina del trattamento dei dati personali del lavoratore, Cacucci, Bari, 2000, pp. 38 ss. e 158 ss.
rules above mentioned, of Art. 46(3) of the Italian Medical Code of Practice of 16 December 2006 (integrated on 23 February 2007). According to this Article, «physicians shall not perform any genetic or predictive test for insurance or employment purposes, without an expressed and aware manifestation of will made by the interested citizen who is the sole recipient of information». This rule, which ascribes to the worker’s consent a legitimization function that the same consent cannot contain, deserves a careful re-examination, also in consideration of the special delicacy of the role that labour law has given to physicians36.

8. The necessity of a proper law discipline on genetic data processing for employment purposes.

Having thus established the enforceability of labour law discipline concerning workers’ health, on genetic data processing (integrated, as far as possible, by the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003) – which has to be considered as prevailing on the Garante’s Authorization on genetic data processing – there can be no doubt that a specific discipline on workers’ genetic data processing, founded on the international orientation in this matter, would give more enforceability to all principles and rules regarding workers’ health. The reason is to be found in the particularity of this type of information which needs a special regulation.

In this way, and first of all, the same concept of workers’ “health” is going to change, as well as the meaning of “physical and psychological fitness”, which does not constitute anymore a mere contingent factor, dependent on the actual conditions of the worker. On the contrary, the concept of fitness is going to be concerned also by the worker’s future health conditions, which are evaluated in a future perspective, dependent on an assessment which takes into account not only the already developed pathologies but also pathologies which could probably develop in future.

An appropriate regulative proposal could be similar to that adopted by the legislator in case of AIDS (Articles 5 and 6, Law n. 135 of 5 June 1990, integrated by the additive judgement of the Italian Constitutional Court n. 218 of 2 June 199437), drug addiction (Articles


124 and 125, Presidential Decree n. 309 of 9 October 1990)\textsuperscript{36} and alcoholism (Art. 15, Law n. 125 of 30 March 2001); furthermore, it could be inspired by the broad protection granted against discrimination on the grounds of disability (Legislative Decree n. 216 of 9 July 2003, implementing the Directive 2000/78/CE of 27 November 2000) and racial or ethnic origin (Legislative Decree n. 215 of 9 July 2003, implementing the Directive 2000/43/CE of 29 June 2000).

With an effort of imagination, the legislator should proceed towards a standardization of the cases concerning the very peculiar duties performed by the worker or concerning his working context, in which the use of genetic data should be considered as essential, and therefore allow the use of genetic tests either to control the worker’s physical and psychological fitness, or aimed at the protection of health at work. Such cases could be, for example, the performance of activities implying third parties’ safety and health risk, or those implying an elevated risk of accidents at work or occupational diseases with genetic origin (even if only partial), i.e. which could injure one’s own or third parties’ integrity, or when the pathology is absolutely against the worker’s assignment to a certain workplace; other cases, that need to be stated, are all those duties – because of their nature or because of the context in which they are performed – for which genetic features constitute an essential and determining requirement for the their execution, since they demand determined physical or psychological qualities and aptitudes\textsuperscript{39}. In the same way, it is necessary to define a strict list of cases for which it should be allowed to use the genetic data of the worker or of his relatives, in order to grant the worker with benefits, to promote special needs or to prevent or compensate eventual disadvantages.

Except for these particular cases, it should be confirmed a general prohibition, with criminal sanctions, to make any inquiry or processing of the workers’ or applicants’ genetic data – destined not only to employers but also to all public and private subjects who process workers’ information for employment or social security purposes, including health care professionals – or to make any discrimination based on such data,


\textsuperscript{39} C. Casonato, La discriminazione, cit., p. 664.
including the genetic features into the factor catalogue of Art. 15(2) St.lav., with the subsequent nullity of the acts or agreements made by the employer.

The entire subject should be withdrawn from the individual autonomy and from the worker’s disposal, in order to resist to all commonplaces concerning the workers’ consent to data processing since, for workers, it does not constitute a guarantee. From this point of view, the matter has been entirely restructured by the general regulations contained in the Legislative Decree n. 196/2003, by granting heteronomous guarantees (Articles 24 and 26).

Therefore, also in case of allowed genetic assessments, the law should propose special devices aimed at the protection of the workers’ freedom, dignity and privacy. These devices are necessary because of the discriminatory potentialities and stigmatization threats concerning not only the worker’s professional life (made by the employer and also by his workmates) but also, in general, affecting his or her social life. In effect, it should be precisely stated that: the use of genetic tests cannot be made after the worker’s initiative, nor should it be proposed by the employer; it should be exclusively determined by physicians, always motivated by reasons of absolute inevitability of these type of exams and, therefore, limited to such exams as to provide with information strictly inherent with the specific response that is going to be issued (i.e. concerning single pathologies, better if their certain onset can be predicted or that possess a high probability degree of onset), so as to avoid wide-area surveys; moreover, such controls should be made only by physicians who are bound to their professional secrecy, with the obligation to communicate the results exclusively to the person that has undergone such examinations and with the prohibition to reveal to the employer not only the test results but also the same fact that they have been made; in any case, the employer can receive only the final certification of fitness or unfitness for work, without revealing genetic pathologies or anomalies.

Furthermore, the use of genetic examinations according to law represents an obligation for the worker, just like all cases of direct prescription by the law or, in any case, after the physician’s decision. Therefore it becomes necessary to regulate the effects of an eventual refusal, expressed by the worker, to undergo any test and his subsequent opposition to data processing. Obligatoriness means not to constrain a subject against his own will; but it is also true that the worker’s refusal hinders an evaluation of his or her fitness for work. This could legitimate the employer’s non-recruitment during the recruitment phase and,
indeed, the application of sanctions against the worker or even his or her dismissal.

In the same way, a regulation is needed concerning the consequences of an eventual judgement of total or partial unfitness for work evaluation, based on the results of genetic surveys.

In both cases, given the problem’s analogy, the legislator should indicate all eventual remedies to the employees’ difficulties, and the connected legal actions. In this matter, it would be reasonable to establish an obligation, for the employee and in his or her own interest, to take caution (and, eventually to submit to health care), according to medical prescription, if this actions allow to get around any risk and compensate his or her unfitness for work. If it is not possible to take this action, or if the employee does not agree with it, the employer should be entitled, at first, to adopt a termination-of-service arrangement regarding the performance of a specific duty, accompanied by the charge to find him or her another job assignment; dismissal should be justified only if the employer demonstrates the impossibility to assign the worker to another duty.\textsuperscript{40}

Without any doubt, the legislator should be concerned by the problem, peculiar to labour regulations, concerning the limitation of the power exerted on workers. It would be useful to define what information can be collected and processed, and which are the lawful aims of processing, by confirming the prohibition to use data in all cases and for all purposes other than that allowed by the law.

Furthermore, the legislator should take into account another concern, i.e. that relating to the “modalities” of data processing. It would be useful to establish guarantee procedures\textsuperscript{41}: the obligation for physicians to give to workers detailed preventive information about types and possible results of tests, together with an appropriate genetic counseling. It is also necessary, for the physicians, to fix the communication limits as far as concerns the workers’ genetic data, by excluding its automaticity, by referring to the worker the choice of knowledge and by requesting a clear and free expression of will on the part of the worker (the so-called “right not to know”).\textsuperscript{42}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{41} G. SANTANIELLO, C. FILIPPI, \textit{Dati genetici}, cit., pp. 542-543.
Moreover, there still remains the problem concerning rule’s effectiveness, i.e. mechanisms and instruments which can guarantee their respect, in particular during the pre-recruitment phase and with the aim of avoiding any discrimination inherent to genetic data. Besides the traditional “defensive” technique consisting of a series of prohibitions and relative sanctions, together with a special jurisdictional protection against discrimination (such as contained in Articles 4 and 5 of Legislative Decrees n. 215/2003 and n. 216/2003), it should be adopted a “promotion technique” by means of a series of “positive” sanctions and incentive measures. Examples are: social clauses containing economic benefits or the possibility to participate in public contracts addressed to the employer who acts in respect of the regulations; positive actions and reductions aimed at the recruitment of workers who carry ascertained genetic anomalies (eventually by their inclusion into the category of the so-called “disadvantaged workers”, according to a Communitarian notion which is also being absorbed by the national legal system\textsuperscript{43}), which can be borrowed from the rules concerning the right to work of disabled persons.

With regard to this matter, the trade unions could play an important supervision role in order to control that all rules are being respected. On the other hand, the collective bargaining could perform a task of rule specification, in order to better protect the worker\textsuperscript{44}. In the same way, all forms of social control could be useful, such as that exerted by consumers and, in particular, by consumers’ associations, in order to broaden the corporate social responsibility culture.

Finally, there remains the necessity to regulate the sector of integrative social security by stating the irrelevance of genetic data, since the examinations inhering the genetic status of a worker and their consequences on the amount of contributions and benefits, could discourage the workers to agree with this type of funds. This would be contrary to the actual trend of the Italian social security system, as expressed by the prospective changes in legislation (in particular, with reference to the Law n. 243 of 23 August 2004) which, rather, promote the recourse to integrative social security as an instrument of resolution of the financial crisis of the public social security system.

\textsuperscript{43} M.V. BALLESTRERO, G.G. BALANDI (edited by), I lavoratori svantaggiati tra eguaglianza e diritto diseguale, il Mulino, Bologna, 2005.

\textsuperscript{44} U. ROMAGNOLI, Privacy e rapporti di lavoro, in G. RASI (edited by), Da costo a risorsa. La tutela dei dati personali nelle attività produttive, Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Roma, 2004, p. 160.